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Central Bank Supports Soccer Park

Part of the Northeast neighborhood has been through a complete transformation. Central Bank of Kansas City is
proud to be a sponsor for the 9th and Van Brunt Community Park which includes two natural grass practice soccer
fields, a large regulation-sized all-weather multi-use field for practice and tournament play, a walking trail,
concession stand with restrooms, and an amphitheater for community events (first phase). 

9th and Van Brunt Community Park will be the home of youth and adult games, camps, clinics, and soccer
tournaments including the Mayor’s Night Kicks program. This program has been very successful bringing youth
from many different backgrounds together. The program has brought some of the most diverse neighborhoods
together in the one language they all understand…..soccer.  
Mattie Rhodes and NESA, the Northeast Sports Alliance, will assist the city’s Park and Recreation Dept. by
maintaining the soccer fields and park. The cost of upkeep and running the Community Athletic programs will come
from sponsors like Central Bank of Kansas City. The funding is needed to provide the activities for the
neighborhood and to lessen the costs of participation for families. Children in the NE neighborhood will gain a
chance to participate in more sports and activities, and bring more family-oriented events to the community. The 9th
and Van Brunt Community Park is just one of the ways that Central Bank is working to better our community. If your
business is interested in supporting the park, or you have any questions, please contact Nick Garcia at
nick@gthreecorp.com.  
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Keep Cool with a FREE Tumbler
when you sign up for eStatements

FAST.  EASY.  FREE.  Go paperless with Central Bank's new eStatements.  Sign up online for free eStatements,
and get a FREE Tumbler to keep you refreshed this summer. 
 
 
How?  If you already have online banking, click on the eStatements tab when you log-in.  If not, sign up and enjoy
the convenience of free online banking, free online bill-pay and free eStatements.  Then come into your nearest
branch to pick up your new Tumbler. 
 
 
While supplies last. 
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Tips for Preventing Online Identity Theft
Protect yourself – and your money – on the Internet

Internet banking and other online financial services are often easy-to-use and convenient options. There are risks,
however, when managing money on the World Wide Web, because identity thieves are always finding new ways to
use computer technologies as scamming tools. The good news? The right information can help you protect your
accounts and keep your online banking activity secure.
 
Website encryption is an important aspect of Internet safety. Encryption allows for the transmission of private
information by establishing a safe connection. When you’re on a website, look at the address bar; you should see a
specific icon (such as a lock when using Internet Explorer) that indicates a safe connection. If you click on the icon,
you should be able to get information about the website owner or organization. You may also see different colors in
the security status bar indicating the level of security.
 
According to the Federal Trade Commission (ftc.gov), “Identity theft occurs when someone uses your personally
identifying information, like your name, Social Security number, or credit card number, without your permission, to
commit fraud or other crimes.”
 
Here are some tips for protecting yourself online,
compliments of TechAdvisory.org: 

Equip your computer with the right security
software and update it regularly.
Fill out personal information only on sites you
trust. Also check the company’s URL and look
for information and icons (such as a lock icon
in or near the toolbar) that indicate your
connection is secure. Phishing sites
sometimes look perfectly legitimate, so when
in doubt, refrain from using a site altogether.
Create strong passwords. The more complex
your passwords are, the harder they are to
hack. Don’t pick obvious passwords like your
birthday, and be sure to use a combination of
both letters and numbers.
Use only secure wireless networks. Networks
that require passwords can help prevent
hackers from using your connection to tap into
your system. 

Tony Bradley, author of Essential Computer Security:
Everyone's Guide to E-mail, Internet, and Wireless
Security,also has some valuable suggestions: 

Destroy digital data. When you sell, trade or dispose of your computer system, use a product like Shred XP
to make sure data on hard drives is completely destroyed. Simply deleting it yourself isn’t enough. You can
also buy a shredder for CDs, DVDs or tapes that contain financial information.
Check your credit report annually. It’s possible to get a free look at your credit report once per year, so be
sure to review it for suspicious activity or accounts you aren’t aware of.

With a little expert advice and some common sense, you’ll be able to better protect your money online. Identity
thieves are savvy when it comes to the Internet, but with the right tools, you can certainly outsmart them.
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Tips to Consider When Managing Elderly Parents’ Finances
Planning ahead can make a big difference

Taking over an elderly parent’s finances should he or she become incapacitated might be a difficult concept to
think about. It is important, however, to have a plan for your parents’ financial futures to ensure they are well taken
care of. Here are some things to consider when it comes to managing the finances of an elderly parent.
 
AgingCare.com, an online community of elder care experts and caregivers who provide practical advice,
dependable information and support, offers these tips on what you should know about your parents’ finances:
 
Have your parents established a durable power of attorney (POA) to manage their finances? This step is very
important – if you are not named in a POA, you will be required to go to court to obtain guardianship of your parent
in order to manage accounts on their behalf.
 
Know where they keep their financial records. You should know where to find financial records when you need
them, whether they are in a bank, in a safe or under the mattress.
 
Know the names of their financial institutions
and their account numbers. Knowing these
numbers will help prevent frustrations later when the
time comes to manage their finances for them.
 
Find out what their monthly expenses are and
how they pay their bills. If they pay their bills by
mail, it might be worth the time to set them up with
automatic bill payment so that their bills will get paid
should they suddenly be hospitalized.
 
Learn what their annual income is and where it
comes from. Find out if your parent receives a
regular pension check, dividends from investments,
disability or alimony.
 
Know what kind of health and long-term care
insurance your parent has. This is important to
know if your parent is placed in an assisted living or
a nursing home, as regular health insurance won’t
cover the cost of long-term care.
 
Work with their financial planner or accountant if
they have designated one. These professionals will
be able to help you with estate planning and other
financial issues. 
 
David K. Randall of Forbes.com also features some insightful thoughts from Michael Kay, a financial planner in
Livingston, New Jersey, on taking over elderly parents’ finances. “It could be one of the first times that a parent
loses control and the child becomes the caregiver,” says Kay. This can be even more difficult if children don’t know
much about the state of their parents’ finances at that time.
 
Make the transition easier now by helping your parent utilize direct deposit for things like Social Security checks. In
addition, put utility bills on automatic withdrawal. Even if your parent keeps what looks like a complete list of
accounts, double-check their list against tax returns and Form 1099s from payers as they come in.
 
Simplify where possible. Individual retirement accounts of the same sort can be consolidated, as can bank and
brokerage accounts that may have been built up over the years. Find financial service companies that will send
duplicate paper statements to the parents and the child, or will send statements to a parent and allow accounts to
be viewed online.
 
Also consider looking into state or federal benefits. The National Council on Aging (benefitscheckup.org) offers
information on eligibility for discounts on utility bills, property taxes and health care. The U.S. Administration on



Aging (eldercare.gov) lists social services for elderly people, such as home health care, by county.
 
Knowing the answers to some basic questions can help make managing your elderly parents’ finances that much
easier when the time comes. Be proactive about learning these things early on in order to prevent confusion and
frustration later.
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Certificates of Deposit for Small Businesses
CDs offer business flexibility

In May, the Chicago Tribune reported that hiring within small businesses in the U.S. had fallen and that many had
even cut the hours of their existing employees. It’s no surprise that money is tight within the small-business sector,
especially with small-business financing harder than
ever to secure.
 
This slowdown means that businesses with a little
extra cash on their books must be extremely careful
in how they handle it. It would be silly not to invest
the money somehow and earn interest on it, but
most small businesses cannot afford to lock the
funds away or take too many aggressive investment
risks. A small-business certificate of deposit, or CD,
often creates the perfect balance between the need
for a return on invested capital and the management
of risk on the one hand and the accessibility of the
funds on the other.
 
How Small-Business CDs Work
Just like personal CDs, small-business CDs have a
maturity date that can range from 30 days to 12
years or more, and they include penalties if principal
funds are withdrawn before the end of the term. Their
interest rates range but are generally fixed once the
CD is secured. Depending on the financial institution
a business works with, the minimum amount needed
to open a CD could be as low as $1,000. CDs are
also FDIC-insured at certain financial institutions and
generally have no maintenance fees. Depending on
the financial institution chosen, the interest for the CD
may be paid periodically and may even be instantly
accessible by the business.
 
Keeping the Money Accessible
 
The longer the term of the CD, the higher the interest
rate will be. But locking in a business’s liquid assets
for as long as 12 years and possibly facing a penalty should the business owner decide to withdraw early are not
the best options for most small companies in the current economic climate. Instead, small businesses can consider
laddering CDs that they invest in.
 
With a CD ladder, a business owner buys several CDs, each with a different maturity date. When the maturity
dates range from 30 days to five years, the business owner ensures that he or she has penalty-free access to
funds frequently and periodically in the future as each CD matures.
 
If you’re interested in how a CD can help your small business generate additional cash flow, give us a call.
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Tax Free Weekend 
Shop this weekend in Missouri 

 

 
Missouri, along with 14 other states, is offering a tax-free weekend for items related to Back-to-School for
families. The tax exemption will include items like clothing, school supplies and computers. Please see below table
for specifics on what is included. The sales tax holiday is effective starting Friday, August 3rd at 12:01am, and
concludes at 12 midnight on Sunday August 5th. 
 
The sales tax exemption is limited to:

Clothing – any article having a taxable value of $100 or less
School supplies – not to exceed $50 per purchase
Computer software – taxable value of $350 or less
Personal computers – not to exceed $3,500
Computer peripheral devices – not to exceed $3,500

Tax Free Weekends are a great time to do your Back to School clothing shopping.   Typically there are many sales
at retailers during these weekends. The only downside is increased traffic at stores since everyone is trying to get
Back to School Shopping finished during these few short days. Please note that there are some areas in Missouri
that are not honoring the tax holiday. For a listing of those areas and other information, please go to the Missouri
website here. 
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Giving Your Kitchen a Facelift
A little change can go a long way

You're in your kitchen every day, whether you want to be or not. Some enjoy cooking, others don’t. To put that
spark in your cooking routine, how about spiffing up your kitchen? You don’t have to win the lottery to give your
cooking space a little bit of a face-lift.
 
It doesn’t have to be big
Sparking up the appearance of your kitchen can be as simple as adding hooks to walls, cabinets or the pantry door.
Why would you want to do that? The answer is easy. It will take clutter out of your drawers by adding extra storage
space. Hang dish towels, pot holders, mugs or utensils on these hooks. You’ll be amazed at how much more space
you'll have in drawers and on shelves, and for very little cost.
 
It can be big
Though not as expensive as remodeling the entire
kitchen, changing out your countertops can make a big
difference. Many modern laminate countertops are made
to look like marble but without the high price tag, and
they're easier to keep clean.
 
Another small change
For another change that is low in cost, consider
switching out your cupboard handles. The job will take
no more than a few hours, depending on how many
cabinet doors you have, and it’s something you don’t
have to hire a contractor to do. Do it yourself with
handles you can pick up at a kitchen remodeling store,
hardware store or big-box retailer. For even more
change, swap out the cupboard hinges to match the new
knobs. The possibilities are endless.
 
Lighting
Take a good look at your kitchen space. Do you have
enough lighting to see what you're doing? Probably. But
putting in a new fixture or two will dress up your kitchen
and brighten the space. Again, hardware stores and
do-it-yourself (DIY) stores carry relatively inexpensive light fixtures. Installing lighting underneath your cupboards
can accent the cupboard and countertop area inexpensively.
 
How about those cabinets?
Okay, you don’t like the cabinets? Well, there are several options for you. The most expensive is to tear them out
and replace them. A less expensive option is replacing the cabinet doors to give your kitchen a whole new look
without spending a large amount of money. And if you're handy with tools, it’s a job you can do yourself.
 
Giving your kitchen a face-lift can be a simple DIY project where you add small touches or replenish worn-out
areas, or it can be a complete overhaul with new appliances, countertops and flooring. The good news is, you can
choose the option that fits your style and budget.
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